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THE GRILL CAFE.

bring peace Into the relations of the
two great warring interests of the tele
phone world, and cement the 7,000 in
dependent companies of the United
States and Canada, representing an
aggregate invesbment of $350,000,000
is
into one mighty organization,
known as the "Indiana idea," Its suc
Improvement.
cessful application in the Hoosier state
has abolished the competition, fatal
to dividends, heretofore prevailing,
Missouri Horticulturalists.
A DEMOCRATIC MAYOR
and resulted in bringing about a "com
Oarrolton, Mo., June 4. Methods
munity of interests" .between the
ELECTED IN PORTLAND.
lo
of exterminating the thirteen-yea- r
"trust" and the independents.
Portland. Ore.. June 4. Harry
custs, which have made their appearmayor
Lane. Democrat, was
The warfare in Indiana, where the
ance in portions of the state and
THE
AND
FIVE independents now have 200,000 tele COLORADO RIVER IS NEAR THE
PROSECUTION IS MAKING of Portland yesterday by about 1,500 DISASTROUS EARTHQUAKE DOES threaten to do great
damage to fruit TWO WERE KILLED
BOMB
BY
GREAT DAMAGE
TO LIFE
A
ITS STATEMENT
WOUNDED
OF WHAT
HIGHEST WATER MARK AND
majority over T. C. Devlin, Repubphones
in operation, has been the bit
and shade trees, will be discussed at
PROPERTY IN CHINA.
IS STILL RISING.
THROWN BY TERRORISTS
IT EXPECTS TO PROVE.
lican.
terest of uny state in the Union, and
meet'.ns of the Mis
the semi-annuhas resulted in a practical victory for
society,
souri State .Horticultural
"
the
THE FRUIT CROP
The Bell com
which begins a three days' session
pany has agreed to withdraw from all
A GENERAL FAILURE.
today. According to reports of
here
J. A. Graham, secretary of the Ros-wethe towns in the state, with the excepdelegates firom the southern part of
Commercial Club, has handed to
tion of two, provided the independents
Missouri, known as "the land cf trie
the Record a pamphlet regarding the
will handle their toll business such 'as
big red apple," the locust plague is
A SEVERE TEST
FIRED ON THE PEOPLE
A TRAIL OF BLOOD
cannot be sent over Independent lines
fruit crop over the entire country. FOUR THOUSAND DEAD working havoc among
fruit growers.
The consensus of the opinions of hunIt is expected that this compromise
The appearance of the locusts was pre
agreement will soon be put into effect
dreds of frarmers interviewed all over
dieted some time ago by the state
m many states and finally throughout
the United States, is that there will
by the agricniltu.ral deand
be very little fruit. The crop will not
the country. Delegates to the con
partment authorities at Washington.
vention allege that this will not only
be sufficient to supply home consumpMiss Mary Mourt'eldt, of K rkwood,
give the Independents greater profit
tion, and none for export. In many
womau
a
well
known
horticulturalist
Telegram
Reports
Troops
People
to
From
Pekin
Prosecutor Hawley Declares the West localities, the crop was not only enAttracted
the Scene of the but will be a great benefit to the pub Railway Officials Will Get What They
will be aimong the speakers at thi3
ern Fereration of Miners Left One tirely destroyed, but many of the Crushed to Death, a Vast Number of evc
Explosion
Opened Fire on the lic through better service.
Wanted.
Break of Government
rea-li- n
riing's
? a paper on
session,
Houses Destroyed and Thousands "Prevalent Insect Enemies."
and Traded in Blood and Hired Paid fruit trees themselves were killed
Levee on Arizona Side Tends to ReCrowds of People and Wounded
Another important matter to be dis
lieve the Pressure on the California
of Persons Left Starving.
Thirteen Persons.
Thirty Arrests cussed is the unification of the vari
Assassins Wifi Large Sums of or injured by the extreme weather.
Money, Hiring Able Counsel to DeSide.
ous independent long distance com
Were Made.
Session.
Heads
in
Museum
fend Members of the "Inner Circle"
panies and the building of additional
Pittsburg, Penn., June 4. Dr. Wil
Time 8 o'clock
connecting lines, giving a satisfactory
Accused of Crime.
liam J. Holland, director of the CarnePlace M. E. Church S.
service to the 3,000,000 independent
gie museum and his scientific assocpnone users. This project will prob
iates are hosts at the second convenOccasion To be entertained.
ably first be put into execution in the
Victoria, B. C, June 4. The steam tion of the American Association of
Lodze, Russia, June 4. Two detec central states and gradually extended
er Shawmut today brought news of Museums, which began this morning
Imperial, Calif., June 4. The Colo- CONDITION OF COTTON CROP
the disastrous loss of life following and will extend through three days. tives were killed, two soldiers and throughout the country.
redo
river stands at 29.10 and ie still
BELOW
THE
AVERAGE.
According to reports of officials, the
an earthquake at Tsing Kiang. A tel The delegates include the heads of three other persons wounded in the
Boise, Idaho, June 4. The court
Washington.
D. C, June 4. The egram received from Peking shortly practically all the leading musemus street here today by a bomb thrown past year has been the most prosper rising. The stream lacks but 2.9 feet
room filled quickly this morning with average
condition
the growing cot- before the Shawmut sailed from To- - of the United States, together with at police officials by terrorists A pa ous in the history of the Independent of being at its highest record. 'The
persons who came to hear the open- ton crop on May of25th
was 70.5 per kio reported four thousand persons several representatives of Canadian trol of iinflantry. attracted .by the ex movement. Over $1,000,000 has been officials of the Southern Pacific wishing stat erne-i-t of the prosecution in cent, compared with 84.45 and 77.2 per crushed to death,
a vast number of
South American institutions. Ma plosion, appeared upon the scene invested in the Independent plants ed to see a severe test of the protecthe famous Haywood case. Haywood cent in 1906 and 1905, respectively. houses destroyed and many persons and
ny scientists and scholars whose soon afterward and opened lire upon within the last twelve months. Bos tive works, and the indications are
wis a trifle pale as he took his place Ten years average is 83.6. The acre- left starving.
naimes are famous throughout the the crowd, wounding tnirteen persons. ton, Providence, Omaha, Milwaukee that they will be gratified. The break
nrar the counsel table, but declared age Is 32.506.000.
and Denver, among dozens of other of the government levee on the Ariworld are among the visitors and will Thirty arrests were made.
4.
New Orleans. June
that he felt "quite well" after his
The cotton
large cities, have granted franchises zona side tends to relieve the pressread papers at the sessions of conRacing
Montreal.
Meet
at
one
broke
night.
about
brief illness last
dollar a bale
Mrs. Haywood market
for competing systems. In the middle ure on the California side.
Montreal, Que., June 4. The racing gress. Dr. Holland, of the Carnegie ITEMS OF NEWS FROMTERRITORY, West
was wheeled into tae court room in upon receipt of the government's rethe Independents are almost in
OVER THE
and second
port on the condition of the crop, meet of the Montreal Jockey club, museum, is theof founder
her invalid chair.
The Dexter Town Company is about absolute control, except in some of the
Club Women in Jamestown.
the association.
James H. Hiawley commenced his which Is much better than was ex- opening tnis afternoon, has attracted
great
to
put
Norfolk, Va., June 4. Names of ma
in a town well in that growing
cities. On the Pacific coast and
objects of the association are
all horses of the first class to The
adJress to t;ie jury at 9:46. He de- pected. October sold down to twelve practically
ny
Rocky
in
Cor
mountain
.burg.
the
faimous
women throughout the coun
district the In
The site
promote the welfare of museums, and enterprising
breds
clared that he had no intention of cents a pound, and December option in Canada, and many thorough
dependents are rapidly wresting su- try appear upon the pages of the Imwell
the
as
been
has
knowledge
selected
popular
the
and
of
to
mat
increase
stabare
from
the
also
States
I'nited
going into the details of the state's went slightly lower.
today,
Inn register
and to J3tablish machinery is on the ground the work premacy from the 'trust." Indepen mense Innside
led ot the Blue Bonnets track. Seven ters relating to themamong
o
case to any great extent. He told of
con-- . wall be begun at once.
dent companies ia.re springing up all that hotel having been chosen as the
those
bonds
of
interest
list,
comprise
fixtures
the
the
stake
over the South, especially in Tennes official headquarters of the delegates
the positions in the Western Fedena-tio- DISORDERS SUPPRESSED
neofed with museum work in the new
richest event being the Mount Royal world.
of Miners held by Moyer, HayThe Dexter Telescope says that al see and Alabama. In Canada, Ontario to the council meeting of the General
AND MISSIONARIES SAFE. handicap for
s
up
and
wood and Pettibone. and said that
The
A proposition to make the associa most every week a hne new well is Manitoba and Alberta will soon be Federation of Women's clubs.
China. June 4. The vice- ward, with a guaranteed value of $2
Harry Orchard, wno confessed to plac royShanghai.
with a network of Indepen- council, which is of the "off year"
of Canton ias reported to the 500. The distance is a mile and a quar tion an auxiliary of the National Edu brought in in that country, and many covered
ing the bomb which killed Governor government
convention of the federation, will opat Pekin that the disor- ter. The Kindergarten stake for two-yea- r cational association will be considered additional farms put into cultivation. dent wires.
Steunenberg, was also a member of ders at Lianchow
during the sessions, and
Despite the arrangements of the en with an informal meeting and recep
and Pakhoi have
olds, at five furlongs, is worth and voted onaction
the Western Federation as iwas Jack been
R.
tion
F.
Roswell,
Barnett,
this evening. It is composed of
has bo't Bell Company to restrict competition,
of
is taken, delegates
and that all mission $1,000. A highly interesting race will if flworable
Simpkins. who has never been appre- aries suppressed
will be elected to attend the conven the C. C. FormwaM. farm near Hager-- there will be no cessation in Indepen- the presidents of clubs connected with
are
safe.
King's
To
Quebec.
be
the
of
the
Plate
hended. Hawley told the jury that
Angelas next man. The place consists of 200 acres dent construction during the coining the General Federation, and the gener
250 guineas contributed by His majes- tion of educators at Los
while Haywood. Pettibone and Moyer SCHOOL BOARD HELD
and has a good artesian well, 800 ap- year, according to the officials of the al federation officers, although all club
month.
ty.
King
added
Edward,
has
club
the
are specifically charged in the indictAnother matter to be passed upon ple trees and 50 lacres broken. The association.
The comvention will ex women have been invited and are ar
MEETING
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LAST
horMany
plate.
valuable
$500
la
and
ment with having exploded a bomb.
school board held .a short meet ses from the United States are enter- is that of securing second class posl price paid is understood to be $6,000. tend through tomorrow and Thursday riving in large numbers today.
K is not the purpose of the prosecu- ingThe
The first regular session will
be
night
D. A. PVi ed in the Blue Bonnets stake for three tal rates for the publications of mu
tion to prove thtit thev were even ir. jockilastprincipal andof elected
held tomorrow morning, when PresiThe people of Dexter are consider
Hill year-old- s
the
North
Tonight.
Recital
fur- seums issued for free distribution, but
a
mile
and
distance
a
state
Idaho
of
the
at the time of the school, formerly the Mark Howell long. among them -- the .Kirkfield's which cannot be published at regular Ing the. holding of an auction day ev
Attend the song recital at the M dent Sarah Piatt Decker, of the Genercrime. lTnder the laws of this sta-:school. This was the only business $10,000 coly, Tourenne, and Dyment's periods of time. A committee to place ery two weeks or so, and they believe E. Church, South, this evening if you al Federation, will deliver a greeting
however, accessories before the fact transacted.
plan
anost
'be
will
excellent want to be entertained. Price only address. Speakers on the day's proa
request before the postomce de- that the
great Temeraire. Other stakes in- this
gram include many well known women
one.
must be charged with the crime as
appointed.
probably
partment
be
will
35 cents.
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from all parts of the country, among
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Wagon.
Look
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Canadian
and
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them Mrs. John B. Sherwood, of Chi
- all valued at $1,000 each.
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At
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least
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Circulators
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cago, on "Art." Miss Mary Poppenheim
more shade trees. The idea is a
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of Ros- - six races a day will be run and there
Milwaukee, Wis., June 4. Men con of Charleston, S. C, on "Literature ;
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day
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class
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each
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each
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was the result of conspiracy, underappearance as plenty of good and nected wita the circulation depart Mrs. P. S. Peterson, of Chicago, on
held today in Jefferson hall, bringing shapely
every day during working days. week during the meet.
standing and collusion between the andyou
trees placed advantageously. ments of the leading daily papers of Forestry;" Mrs. P. N. Moore, first
celebration
to
centennial
close
the
a
Oil
to
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Standard
hit
the
want
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along.
leaders of the Western Federation
the country are assembled in Milwau- vice President, on "Per Capita Tax";
Push
it
proTennessee,
University
in
of
of the
Virginia Labor Federation.
a solar plexus blow, stop our
kee today for the ninth annual conven Mrs. Percy V. Pennypacker, of Austin
Miners and other persons. We claim Trust
Saturday.
gress
here
since
wagon
goods.
must
Virginia
and try our
Norfolk, Va., June 4. The
We
tion of the National Association of Texas, on "Biennial Program"; Mrs.
the leaders of this union are respon- have your
bridge
of
Most
material
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the
for
support,
moral
and
convened
both
here
Federation of Labor
Managers of Newspaper Circulation. Phillip Carpenter, of New York, on
sible for this outrage, and it will be
opposite
across
Pecos
Dexter
river
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sesconsumers
act
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in
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live.
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real
the
remain
this
If
and
?
The program arranged for the three Interfederation Committees. Mrs. T.
our purpose to prove them so."
is now on the ground and the work days
days.
100
rest.
as
we
WORLD.
will
they
IN
SOCIAL
About
do
or
THE
the
sion
talk
four
three
3
of the meeting includes papers I. Fletcher, of Marshaltown, la., on
Hawley said that they expected to
will be rapidly pushed. This bridge,
delegates are in attendance. Several
prove the officers and executive com- THE SUPERIOR REFINERY CO.
The state pre
from its location, will be of great ben and 'addresses on different phases Milof Outlook Committee."
among
Refineries.
Independent
various
trades
troubles
labor
and holding subscribers.
sidents and secretairies will hold a
mittee of the Western Federation re- 76-tefit to the people not only of Dexter securing newspapers
Society
412.
of
up
consideration.
will
come
Endeavor
Phone
Christian
for
The
will
waukee
entertain the conference tomorrow afternoon, and
sponsible for not only the death of
the Presbyterian church test night but to the greater part of the county. visitors in a lavish manner with ban- - n the evening Henry Turner Bailey,
Steunenbeirg.
but scores of others.
to
,
gave
members
and
to
its
social
s'late-menta
points of in of Massachusetts, will deliver an ad
quiets
private
Army.
at
Will
excursions
to
NOTICE:
sell
sale
objected
Grand
Wisconsin
and
to
The defense
this
Dexter olaims that in the person of
goods, including
Oshkosh, Wis., June 4. Battles of the members of the young people s O. G. Robbins, the P. V. & N. E. Rail- terest about the city, including a trip dress on "Beauty in Common Things."
but the objection was overrul- all ou" household
ed. In reply to a question from the one high grade piano. Bicycle, stoves. Civil war will be fought over again societies of the other churches at the
Thursday will be Clubwoman's day
way has one of the youngest agents to the big manufacturing plants that
en- pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
'made Milwaukee famous."
at the exposition and is expected to
twenty-on- e
court. Hawley said he expected to lid kinds of garden tools. All must here this week at the forty-firis
New
in
Mexico.
He
but
played
games
were
prove everything he stated and that be sold soon 13s possible. This is a campment of the Wisconsin depart- Peacock. Various
be 'marked by a greatly increased at
years of age.
in his opening statement he would good opportunity to buy all kinds of ment of the Grand Army of the Repub- and the young people were given De-a
tendance of visitors from ail over th
enjoyable
good
thoroughly
time.
Nina
Rabb
your
own lic, which commenced today. Thoukeep "far within the scope of the ev- fine furniture at almost
United States. President St. George
incorporate,
wants
to
Lake
Arthur
cream.
ice
of
licious
refreshments
morning
commences
each
Sale
idence."
Tucker, of the Jamestown Exposition
sands of vetemns and visitors have
lasad as the Lake Arthur Times puts Vocal Recital
company, will address the convention,
Hawley said tint the "inner circle" at 9:30 until sold, 110 North Lea. cor. arrived in Oshkosh and the city has cake and wafers were served. About it, allow the citizens to put out grass To-nig81tf
and in the evening a reception will
donned patriotic colors in their honor. fifty were in attendance.
of the Federation always aimed at Second.
and flowers without having the town
o
R. B. Brown, national commander of
be tendered the visitors by the Norcontrolling not only the organisation
cow put them out of business.
Vocal Recital Tonight.
folk Woman's club. Speakers for the
THE GARDEN SPOT
the Grand Army, will address the old AMERICAN ACTRESS
of the Federation, but the governGo to Miss Rabb's Recital this even soldiers 'at the opening camp fire this
MARRIED IN LONDON.
OF THE WORLD. day include Miss Jane Brownlee, of
ment of the different states where the
very
point
a
Indications
to
All
the
program inLondon, June 4. Edna May, the large immigration to
evening.
orplinization existed.
ing to hear good music.
Tomorrow's
from a pamphlet of the Santa San Diego. Cal., Mrs. J. B. Drihrell.
the Pecos Valley (Taken
o
cludes a business session, a parade American actress, was married .this this
Attorney Darrow objected on the
Fe Railroad. devoted to farmers of Se?iun, Texas; Miss Anna L. Clark,
crop
over
owing
fall,
failures
to
ground
and boat rides on the river and lakes morning at the Register's office at
the statement was "pure-Iletters from New Mexico.)
of Booneville, Mo.; Mrs. A. S. BuchCourt News of Today.
entire west, extending from the
anan, of Memphis, Tenn.; and Mrs.
The final business meeting of the en- Windsor, to Oscar Lewisohn, son of the
a piece of rhetoric and no part a
Beats the World.
green bug,
J. C. Gil campment,
case
in
jury
Texas.
The
Dakotas
The
of
to
the
"to
in
be
York,
Adolph
are
the
New
Lewisohn of
when officers
I have traveled much of my life to Margaret J. Blair, of St. Paul, Minn..
statement of the case."
& Co.
has
Davidson,
freezes,
vs.
fall
Brock
smith
fate
lack
of
and
rain
bert
presence
and
Friday.
a
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of
every
portion
relatives
Hawley naked that he be not inter- returned a verdict hi favor of the de elected will be held
of the United
and left a feeling almost
o
friends. The honeymoon will be spent destroyed the crops wild
They're Off at Hamilton.
rupted. Counsel argued at some fendants.
thous- States, and will say that this beauticause
of
that
discontent
upon
motoring
tour
conti
the
a
in
Meet.
Valley
length. Both Hawley and Harrow lost
Odd
Fellows
ful
Hamilton, Ont., June 4. Six stakes
Pecos
Dakota
is the garden spot
The case of the .Home Savings
ands to seek" new homes. They will of the world. I have
4. A ro-inent.
N.
four
will
lived
D..
run during the eleven days of
June
patience. Judge Wood finally smooth- Bank
Forks.
be
here
Grand
want to go where they can figure on years, coming from
of Des Moines. Iowa. vs. K. S. ing reception was given the Odd Fel
ed the matter over, Hawley agreeing Woodruff
St. Louis, Mis the spring meeting of the Hamilton
being
now
is
labor
and
others,
for
returns
and
their
reasonable
lows of North Dakota assembled here
thtat the defense should hold the right
Live Stock Market.
capital expended. I. J. Ballard return souri, my native city. Although criti- Tockey club, beginning this afternoon.
today for the annual grand lodge meet
of objection to every statement with- tried.
Kansas City, June 4. Cattle re ed Friday from a trip to the Panhandle cally 111 at the time, ihiave been restor- The meeting has brought to Hamilton
ed to robust health by this dry, invig many Horsemen from the I'nited Sta
ing of the order, which will remain ceipts, 9,000. Market steady. South- and
out interrupting him.
reports great
A Marriage License.
Hawley declared that he would
orating climate. The climate is so tes whose racing material is hardly
in session through tomorrow. Iruaddi-tio- ern steers, 3.50(5)5.60; southern cows among the farmers, and dissatisfaction
good
a
heard
today
was
issued
Marriage
license
prove the Western Federation of Minto the regular routine of business 2.2503.90; stock ers and feeders, 3.25 many express themselves as desirous lerfect, both winter and summer, that sood enough for the metropolitian dis
ers left a trail of blood, traded in to William H. Bodenhamer and Miss and the election of officers, here will
i.75; bulls, 3.25 4.75; calves, 3.75 of going to the artesian belt of the the people 'here practically live out trict. The most valuable event sched
blood, hired paid assassins and collec- Zelda O. Gudgel. both of Hagerman. be many entertainment features pro6.00; western fed steers, 4.255.90; Pecos Valley, where they can drill of doors. With the delicious fruits of uled is the Hamilton Derby for three-every variety, and vegetables which year olds. This race is at a mile and
vided for the visitors. The order now western fed cows, 3. 25 4.60
ted large sums of money which they
wells .and not have to depend upon
Miss Lillian McCain, librarian at has forty subordinate lodges in the
used and squandered to carry out the
receipts.
10.000. Market stea rain fall. We understand around Can- excel, and these .wonderful artesian a quarter and is worth $2,000. Nine
Sheep
wells, beautiful alfalfa fields, purple teen entries have been received. Othobjects of the few men of the 'Inner the Carnegie Library, is busily engag- state, eleven having 'been organized dy. Muttons, 5.506.75: lambs. 7.25
yon City, the farmers have made a with
blossoms, this valley seems as er stake events are the Great Spring
circle." He said he would show that ed In making out a list of new books since last year's grand convention at 9.00; range wethers, 5.256.75; fed complete
many
of
and
that
failure
ewes, 4.756.00
the "Inner circle" used this emergen- which will be ordered at once. These Volley City.
in we imagine the garden of Eden might handicap. $1,000. 34 entries!; Hotel
try
to
their
fortunes
intend
them
ar$1,000,
we came and saw. Royal stakes for
cy fund to hire the best legal talent books, which will cost $200. will
this valley. We look for the most have been. When
Pecos 43 entries; Went worth plate. $1,000,
Southern Police Chiefs.
R. Bond wishes to announce prosperous Fall ever experienced in for the first time, the bautif-il
to defend those members of their cir- rive some time in August.
W.
Jackson, Miss.. June 4. Better in- - that he is still in the transfer busi this valley, and Lake Arthur intends Valley we exclaimed, "The 'half has 34 entries; Tuckett selling stakes,
cle enlarged with crime.
$1,000 44 entries, and the Barton steeMessrs. H. H. Burt and Harry Mull, forcement of the criminal laws and co ness, and can be found at the same to have her share of the new comers. never yet been told."
plechase, $1,000, 24 entries.
M. E. McCLENXEY.
FRENCH SAILORS' STRIKE
cf Artesia, are in the city in the int- operative methods in detecting crimi01 old stand. Telephone, office, 59: resi
Times.
Arthur
Lake
Roswell, New Mexico.
PRACTICALLY ENDED. erest of the Aetna Exploration Co., nals will be the prima pal subjects
dence, 254.
813
Minnesota Labor Convention.
strike a mining company, and are understood discussion at the annual convention of
Paris. June 4.
number of the territorial papers
St. Cloud. Minn., June 4. Between
Is regarded as practically ended. The to have interested Quite a number of the Mississippi Police Chiefs associa
Every one Invited to attend the tent areA growing
posover
the
Notice
Public.
to
the
sentimental
are participating
tion, to be held at Yazoo City during meeting, corner 4th and Richardson.
navigation companies have accepted our citizens In the enterprise.
Notice is hereby given that we, the 00 and 400 delegates
hanging of two convicted and
meeting of the Minneso- the week. Chief of Police Daniel of Services conducted by Bro. Milholland sible
the government's recommendations
undersigned, from and after this the na the annual
The
women
murderers.
State Federation of Labor, which
and will restore the officers and
Miss Ethel Robbins has had the Yazoo City. Is president of the asso of Gunter. Texas. Subject tonight is law should be allowed to apply to wo- first day of June, 1907, have no inter
convened
here this morning for a two
crews to their jobs without insisting misfortune to be compelled to under- ciation, which was organized in this Baptism and its Relation to Sin.
sex.
any
est
business
in
carried
whatever
men as well as to the sterner
s session. Nearly every union in
on any penalt:.
go an operation on one foot at her city several months ago.
on at ithe place about 14 miles east day
he state has sent from one to three
R. E. Muncy appeared on the street
home this morning. No serious reThe Territorial newspapers gener- of Roswell known as "Hinkle Town." representatives.
Reports of the of
System.
D scuss
today, the first time since Che runa- - ally comment favorably on the IrrigaCHIEF OF POLICE
80d5t-wl- t
sults are expected.
(Signed)
ficials show that a flattering increase
Valley City. N. D.. Jnne t. The com wiav of last week in which he was tion Celebration to be held at CarlsPLAYING THE SPY.
GAYLE,
R.
F.
n membership of local unions in near
San Francisco, CaL, June 4. The
The residence being erected by Mor- mission system of municipal govern- injured.
H. DIVEN.
bad, July,
and bespeak for it
ly all lines of trade throughout the
grand Jury yesterday filed with Dis- ris Price at the corner of Kentucky ment, originated ta the South and now
people of
by
patronage
the
universal
state, the millers, cigar imakers. stone
trict Attorney Longdon a formal com- avenue and Fifth street is generally spreading northward, will be one of H. H. Burt, of Artesia, was in the
OIL, OIL, OIL.
cutters, printers .and masons having
plaint against Chief of Police Din an, described as a beauty. It will be one the chief subjects of discussion at rue city today talking mining stock to the southwest.
good
you
want
goods
at
honest
If
become especially strong.
May End Long 'Phone War.
charging him with wilful and corrupt of the best and most modern in the joint conventions o fthe North Dakota Investors. He is president and gener
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Columbia. In accordance with the
Joint regulations of the two govern
ments. Rush also reported the presence of Japanese sealers in the same
vicinity with a large number of seals
on board. The Japanese sealers, how
ever, are not subject to seizure out
side territorial waters, though it Is
the closed season.

Assessment and Taxation." "Street
Parkings" will be the subject of a
speech toy Fren Nusbaumer, street com
missioner of St. Paul, on Thursday
morning. The convention will adjourn
on Thursday evening, after an address
by Charlotte Bartlett Crane, of Kala
mazoo, Mich., on the subject of "Civic
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Popular Prices.
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MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.
At any rate Bursum Is still
one.

a dead ftrioulated in one of the universities
of the South. He was poorly clad.

When this boy paid his board, his tuibitter tion and the price of second-hanbooks, he had just $5 left. At the end
of the fourth year he took his A. B.
degree, and the next year won his A.
A newspaper must deal with hu- degree.
His poor old widowed momanity as it is found out, not on the Vther sold one of the two plow horses
basis of what it pretends to be.
to pay him through the fifth year. But
at the end of that year he 6a t among
Klbert Hubbard says this will nev- the graduates dressed in plain linen.
er be a civilized country until iwe ex- But he was the honor graduate and
pend more money for books than we at the head of his class. When a beaudo for chewing gum.
tiful gold medal was handed to him
he stepped from the rostrum and
If the Citizen and the New Mexican walked straight to the back of the
really want the people to know, why room .where, right by the door, sat a
did they not publish Mr. Hagerman 's homely old woman in black. He tied
reply to the Roosevelt letter?
the blue ribbon with the great glittering medal around her neck. She
buried her face in her old. wrinkled
The New Mexican not only insinu- and
drawn hands and sobbed like a
Albuquerque
of
the
editor
ates that the
It .seemed the applause would
Journal is a grafter, but asserts that child.
never die away. And now he is a corhe grabs for things with both feet- - poration
counsel at $6,010 a year. His
old mother s.its happily in "the gloambe
can
Bryan
soon
Mr.
as
as
Just
ing of a great beyond. The picture of
gotten out of the way. Colonel
the noble son hangs on the walls of
promises to name the Demo- his alma mater. J. Marvin Nichols
crat who can win the next Presiden- in Ft. Worth Record.
tial race.

Life is too short for
J. Marvin Nichols.

d

--

Wat-terso-

a

Payton Drug, Book
Stationery

&

Company.

Two doors North of

Joyce-Pru- it

Co.

sense an attack on the policies of re
form which it has been Air. Roose
velt's honor to champion. On the con
trary, the convention will be mainly

composed of men who have done yeoman service in forwarding those same
reform policies, "and stand ready to
go as much Partner in the same road
as shall be necessary. The convention is a meeting of Western men
meeting to discuss a question which
has a peculiar and vital interest for
the West. The sentiment of this sec
tion is overwhelmingly against the
public land policy to which the presi
dent has seen fit to commit himself.

That sentiment has

a right to expres

1000 feet of pictures of it 1000 thrills
Highly colored with the skill of the French
motion picturists.

Glimpse
Of
Real
Hades

It

is a little unnecessary to say

that

"Madam Wear the Breeches"

But you will enjoy the picture story about
it, and the was that hubby asserts himself. Splendid supporting program. Illustrated songs.

THE MAJESTIC

Past-preside- nt

sion. The West wants a public land
policy which will eventuate in the set
tlement of our vacant land. Our in
terests are deeply concerned in this,
and we believe it, as well, to be the
LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE.
At last we understand it. Colonel
best policy for the nation. We pro
published
had
Mexican
New
If
governor
the
Frost objects to the former
pose to say so, and to work for the
would
Hagerman
letter,
then
it
the
keg
beer
because he doesn't drink
measures which we believe the conn
in position to argue the case. Be- try
and smoke cigarettes. He is too be
needs. That this should offend the
lawyer,
Colonel
know
should
ing
the
a
high-toneColonel.
for the
Washington bureaucrats, who think
that the jury must first be given a the
is 3aved by red fcipe, is na
to hear the testimony of both turalworld
"We have not learned why Presi- chance
and proper, but it is not easy to
tbra-is
and,
counsel
further,
sides
speech
a
to
why
make
Mr. Roosevelt should take of
dent Roosevelt failed
allowed to go outside the evidence see
at the unveiling of the Jefferson Da- not
presented in making his argument as fense.
Richmond.
yesterday
is
Nor
at
monument
there any better ground for
vis
to what the testimony tends to prove. the argument
Possibly he was not invited.
tries to show that
Publish both letters as a matter of the presence which
of Senator Teller,
information to your readers, and then chairman of the
program committee,
A Washington correspondent says 'argue the iratteT. Run a NEWSPA- proves
the convention is in the
that the President plays a good game PER, instead of merely an organ for hands ofthat
the president's enemies. Sen
the grafters. The people are capable ator Teller
of "bridge," but he does not observe
is the most distinguished
any of the rules. This is merely a rep- of drawing their own conclusions.
man in the West. He is the
The Daily Record and the Morning public
etition of the way he plays politics.
senator, not only of Colorado.
Journal did not hesitiite about giving senior
Lus Vegas Optic.
of the entire region west of the
the Roosevelt side as well as the Ha- but
Missouri
river. He has been honored
german side of the correspondence. by
three great political parties. He
"A anan who never makes an ene- It was NEWS
BIG
NEWS
written
my is a good deal iike a post hole
been secretary of the interior. He
signed by a President of the has
has at his command a fund of infor
after the dirt has been shoveled back and
man
whom
he
United
and
the
States
on the land question which few
into it. Silver City Independent.
removed from the governorshio mation
Merely a soft spot and a little sur- had
if any, can equal. To pass him by in
Intensely
most
Mexico
the
New
of
plus dirt on the surface, as H were- - interesting
a gathering would be to inflict
and important news pub- such
slight on a faithful public servant.
lished In this Territory for many a And,
finally PRESIDENT ROOSE
The Albuquerque Advertiser, being months home news, not foreign. The
OWES IT TO THE WEST TO
a veteran in New Mexico politics, and Record stands ready to publish as VELT
ITS MOTIVES AND TO
Democratic besides, has come to the many more authentic letters from the RESPECT IMPLICIT
CONFIDENCE
conclusion after many years observa- President and Mr. Hagerman as it REPOSE
IN
GOOD
ITS
It is in this
tion from the fence that the Repub- can secure, whether they make the section that he FAITH.
warmest and
has
his
lican, party of this Territory is not a ease appear worse or better. The oldest friends the friends
who have
most important function of a news stood by him steadily, who have
reform party.
paper is to print the news, all the all that in them lay to make hisdone
it can get. first, last and all the ministration a success, who are ad
car news
al
J. A. Johnson has an inter-stintime.
The editorial page and the edi ready to follow the same road as far
toon of W. J. Bryan, showing the tor's political
only
opinions
a
side
are
great commoner smiling and frownneed be to insure equal rights for
an afterthought. The Record as
all the people, and to curb the raids
ing by turns as the Republican Pres issue,
papers
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prediitory
wealth. Even when Pre
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steal
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of its enterprise in prinun sident Roosevelt
has been most anti
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full,
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doubt
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Western in his policy the West has B. Herbert, Nationalist Printed-Jour- lican who believes taat Bryan win Journal sold thousands.
Printing
never taken personal offense. When nalist. Chicago. Selection of next
be the next President.
news, selling papers,
advertising he
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ness. The Record is a newspaper
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

AT THE EXPOSITION
Gopher Day In North Dakota.
DURING JUNE 10 TO 14.
New Rockford, N. D., June 4.
Prom June the 10th to 14 th includay, an annual celebration for
sive will he a week of jubilee for news the express purpose of stimulating the
paper men at the Jamestown Exposi- extermination of gophers, was observtion, and the Exposition management ed here today in an enthusiastic manwishes It distinctly understood that ev ner, hundreds, of farmers competing
ery newspaper man who visits the Ex- for the prizes offered. - Six thousand
position during those days will be gopher tails were brought in the day
strictly In it. They will be a part of of last year's celebration, and the sum
the convention and every door of the ber today promises to be greatly in
exposition will be thrown wide open excess of that record.
to them. There will be such a flow
of wit and wisdom and such an air of
Record Want Ads. Get Results.
good fellowship as will inspire every
visitor and it is safe to say that when
the scribes return to their several ball
iwlcks the praises of the Jamestown
Exposition will be heard in every part
of the land.
The following is the Program;
Monday, June 10. 1907.
10:00 A. M. Convention called to or
.
der. Invocation. Address of Welcome
Hon. Harry St. George Tucker, presi
CASH
FOR SMALL ADS.
dent of the Jamestown Exposition
Small ads., under one dollar,
Gov. Swan son of Virginia and the pre
sident of Virginia Editorial Associamust be paid in advance. We
tion. Responses by Walter Williams,
do this in order to avoid the
Herald, Columbia, Mo.,
keeping of many petty ac- N. E. A. Appointment of Committees,
'tf.
counts.
Announcements.
3:00 P. M. Address by Hon. Theo
CO.
PUB.
RECORD
dore Roosevelt, president of the Unit
ed States. Following reception and
address by President Roosevelt will
be review of the warships assembled
it Hampton Roads.
FOR SALE.
Tuesday, June 11, 1907.
10:00 A. M. The President's Ad FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
dress, by John E. Junkin, Bulletin
Sklllman.
42tf
Sterling, Kansas. Address. Mr. Jacob
Riis, newspaper worker, author and FOR SALE:
Good buggy and harsociologist. New York. Address Mr.
ness, $25.00. Apply 605 N. Main St.
Will H. Mayers, Bulletin, Texas. Ad
72tf
dress Mr. Joseph Medill McCormick
Furnished house, suit
Publisher of the Tribune, Chicago. Re FOR RENT:
port of Committee on Transportation
able for two families, 808 N. Rich
80t3
by Mr. P. M. White, Ledger, Mexico,
ardson ave.
Missouri.
9
cows
FOR
gentle
SALE:
milch
2:30 P. M. Annual poem "James
at $38. For particulars' call at Enter
town. A Tercentennial Exposition
prise Hdw. Co.
7Stl2
Rhyme," W. E. Pabor, Pabor Lake,
Avon Park, Florida.
12 vacant
FOR SALE:
lots on
3:00 P. M. Memorial Service, in
South Hill, for one-haof actual
charge of Mrs. Addison B. Burk, The
value. Carlton & Bell.
afternoon remaining and the evening
Some choice residence
will be devoted to the "Warpath and FOR SALE:
lots, well located, at
seeing the exhibits.
prices.
CARLTON & BELL.
Wednesday, June 12th.
20 acres,
house,
10:00 A. M. Address Mr. H. J FOR SALE:
artesian well, some fruit. Best bar
Knapp, Advertiser, Auburn N. Y. Ad
gain
C
Valley.
Raleigh,
N.
in the
Carlton & Bell
dress Gov. R. B. Glenn,
Address Mr. J. M. Page, Democrat,
One rotary and drop
Jerseyville, 111. Address, Mr. Lincoln FOR SALE.
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
Steffers. American Magazine, New
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
York. Address, Hon. Barton Meyers,
Governor of Exploitation, Jamestown
Exposition.
Three or four miles of
Address, Hon. John J, FOR SALE:
open woven wire fence: also
Romney, W. Va., Ob
Cromwell.
posts.
fence
Apply Oasis ranch, or
servation trip over N. &. S., Railroad
phone 347.
07tf.
to Virginia Beach, the famous Atlantic
m
resort;
the FOR SALE:
seaboard summer
bath
600 acres, fine, level
party
will
be tak
surf, after which the
land, rich soil, 5 miles from Ros
en to Cape Henry; where the first En
well, $700.00 per acre. Carlton &
glish settlers landed in America; af
Bell.
ter viewing famous sights and old
Light houses, Life Savink stations, etc FOR SALE:
Five acres on South
N. E. A. will be entertained at Clin
Hill, one block from Main street,
Bake, and return to the Exposition
at a sacrifice price. Carlton &
grounds.
Ben.
Thursday, June 13th.
FOR
SALE:
F.
lot with ten
10:00 A. M. Address Mr. Will
Iowa
Parrott, Reporter. Waterloo,
room house, water in house, wind-'miGraves,
Temple
Address Colonel John
and cistern, $3,000. Apply to
Georgian
News, Atlanta. Address
Miss Nell R. Moore, American Na
Carl A. Jettinger, Secretary, Buckeye
tional Bank.
Press Association, Delphis, Ohio. Ad
7t3
dress Crosby S. Noyes, Washington FOR SALE: Nice house, well locat- Star. Address Hon. Leslie G. Niblack
ed.artesian water, plenty shade.
Leader, Guthrie, Okia. Address Ewing
Business out of town demands par
Herbert, World, Hiawatha, Kansas.
ties attention, will sell cheap. Car
Trip to Jamestown Island where the
lton & Bell.
first English settlement in America
was consummated, viewing old James FOR SALE AT HALF PRICE: Six
town ruins and historic homes on
tent houses, each 12x14 feet with
James River to Hampton Roads, re
5x12 ft. porch, good floors, plank
turn .by moon lignt.
4 ft. on sides, three large windows,
Friday, June 14th.
screened, and
cloth top, at
10:00 A. M. Report of Postal Com
Spring River Sanitarium.
76tf
mittee and discussion in charge of B

GROWN-UP-

r

I

S

Oct.

CHILDREN

Aft a

Sets

aoiro

High grade Tents, Household Goods
composed of Furniture, Commode
Dressers, Bachelor Stoves, Beds and
Bedding.
CALL AT
ONCE.

lf

rock-botto-

a

Spring River Sanitarium

See Our
Mouldings, Sash, Doors,
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypress,
Poplar, Basswood, Cedar, Lime,
Cement, Tlaster, (t)uhs, Plate,
Fancy Mantles, (Irates, Tiling

ll

Before You Buy.

KEMP

LUMBER

CO.

Real Estate
Abstracts
Loans

I

Times-Dispatc-

Carlton & Bell

book-keeper-

303 NORTH riAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

I

DIAMONDS & JEWELRY
Young man, before yon purchase the ring you intend
giving her, be sure you inspect our stock of Diamonds, the swell-elot in the city.
JEWELRY We have, without exception, as fine an assortment of
the very best Jewelry you can find any where. What is nicer for a
gift than a nice piece of Jewelry?
DIAMONDS

st

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Co.

Colonel

The Home

f the "Victor

in Boswell."

-

Terms

Store

&

Sons,

F. DIVERS, Pres.

EMMETT PATTON, V.

Pre.

ED. S. UIBBANY, Sec.

Reliable
Abstracts
Tour abstract should, be a reliable, credible history

of

your land, prepared by competent faithful naen. Ours
nave 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.
INCORPORATED.

Phone 330.

.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

MACHINES THAT REGU
LATE THE -- CLIMATE

r

ROSWELL

They're Only One of the Many Marve
lous Things Beiow Ground In
Great Hotels.
.AH the modern hotel buildings in
New York have marvelous subterran
ean departments. The rooms in all of
are cleaned by pneu
them
matic flexible pipes attached to an out
let found in every room or hall and
connecting by a series of pipes with
Furniture
Stores.
Photographers.
Abstracts.
vacuum pumps which sucks the impuHESS & CO. Successors to Walton. rities to the basement, where they are
CARLTON & BELL.
Most complete DILLKT FURNITURE CO. Swellesd
disposed of.
lrst class photographs, enlarge- properly
or furniture in Roswell. See as
set abstract books In Pecos valley. line
It is the underground hotel world,
ments, and views- i or Refrigerators.
Twenty-fiv- e
years experience.
too, that a step has been taken toward
goal that Howells "Traveler from
the
CO.
CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT
Painters & Paper Hangers.
long ago saw as attainable
Altruria"
F. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable and
Fire Insurance.
E. L. COOPER.
Painter and paper the regulation of the 'temperature, the
prompt.
4t26'
hanger. My painting is first class. control of ithe climate. In the baseR-- L. & T. H. MALONE:
Office over I hang paper the right way. Phone ment stories of these new palaces for
First National Bank, phone 262. Let 215.
transients you may see the thing in
3t26
Architects.
us protect you against loss by fire.
Its Initial operation, says an article on
hotel luxury, in the New Broadway
O. C. Nelson.! KELLAHIN
J. M. Nelson.
AT.FFF!
nnrsunt,
Magazine. Here is a network of coils
J. M. NELSON CO.. Architects.
ing nothing but reliable and safe Public Service Corporations.
and duots, and beyond them the mouth
Oklahoma Blk.
Roswell. N. M
urc luBurance companies,
insure ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
a giant air shaft. From four hun
of
wnn us. 3i3 is. Alain St.
The best light and power. Phone dred
feet above the surface to the
131 and 150.
street high above the dust and the
Butcher Shops.
germ-linthe air is forced into tnat
Grocery Stores.
shaft. On the wiay down it encounters
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats
Tuners.
Piano
a roomful of iron coils filled with a
staple and fancy groceries.
WESTERN
GROCERY
CO. The GOOD
TUNERS, like good pianos, freezing brine. This icy stream runs
leading grocery store, nothing but! are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the steadily, its temperature (maintained
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps nothexpert p ano tuner for both. Oppo by "the ammonia refrigerating plant.
ing but the best. Quality our rae best.
which is also the center of tae hotel s
site P. C. "phone 85.
motto.
CASH
system.
GROCERY. Kirknatrick &
Blown" through
Pninty. Prop. Strictly cash. Our
XHR SK'HAMirvTn
these frigid coils, the air Is then sifted
mifPT
through filtering screens of very fine
107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's the! groceries are the best.
Printing
cheese-clotarranged in racks which
piace to buy your meat.
PPRINTING:
Cards, posters, com form a continuous "V" shaped series
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place
mercial stationery, booklets, cata These the air strikes obliquely, and
Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.
logues. The Daily Record.
for good corn fed beef and all oth
thus chilled and purified, is conducted
er meats. 123 N. Main St. "Phone ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let
through large closed canals dnto smal56.
us furnish you with your Grain. Coal
ler ones. Thence t is fanned to the
floors above, being there admitted to
Racket Store.
and wood, we buy hides, phone 50.
the rooms. On the roof of the buildRACKET STORE. Dealer In ing another fan sucks out the vitiated
ROSWELL
Bake Shops.
TRADING
Coal, THE
CO.
Notions, China, graniteware and HIT.
Hay, and Grain. Always the best. cooking utensils.
HOME BAKERY. Fresh bread cakes!
These wonderful floors below the
East
Second
126.
Phone
St,
street in all the new hotels would fill
and pies, made fresh every day.
the average housewife's heart with
special orders for parties, etc
Real Estate.
wild admiration and despair. Here
are
floors, here are tiled ceil
Hardware Stores.
CARLTON & BELL. Do the largest ings marble
walls, here are glass and mar
and
Blacksmith Shops.
estate business in the city. If
are galvanized iron
ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Whole real
you are in the market to buy or ble tables, here wonderful
machines
THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber tires. sale and retail hardware, pipe. sell,
see
us.
pumps, gasoline engines, fencing,
norse shoeing.
for washing and drying dishes, other
wheel work, plow
wonderful machines for keeping silwork, and tire setting.
EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Garst ver
s
speckless, special
THE ENTERPRISE
HARDWARE
Bldg.
(210 N. Main). I sell strictly
connected with the dining rooms of
T. M. RABB'S SHOP.
All kinds ofl CO. Roswell's growing hardware on 5 per cent commission.
you
store,
place
the
can find
the various private suites, all sorts of
blackami thing and wood work.
where
fires for all sorts of work, from charRubber tires and horseshoeing my Just what you want in hardware. GILMORE & FLEMING:
Real Es
Every
coal broilers to gas hoilers.
322
N.
Main.
specialty.
tate and Live Stock. Garst Build- thing
beautifully elean as in the
as
is
ing, Room No. 8.
operating wards of the best hospitals.
W. P. LEWIS HARDWARE
CO
The cooks' white uniforms are as shun
The largest house in the West. Po
Book Store.
lite attention, complete stock and List your property at lowest possible Ing as the nurses' crisp ones in wellINGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. Lat right prices. We solicit your busi
price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear kept wards. All this is enough to
send the average woman to her home
est books, stationery and period! ness. First and Main.
American
Natl Bank, 'phone 47.
in a mood to regard her own kitchen
cats.
as the limit of dirt, disorder, incon

Trade Directory,

now-a-day-

s

je--

e,

cold-stora-

h,

plate-warmer- s,

so that Its contents bad became gener' E.- Lv MedJer, Assisally 1mown.
tant United States attorney 'Tor New
Mexico who is an employe of the Hero
Henry
of El Caney, Major
Harrison Llwellyn, has bad a. copy of
this letter for same time, which he
has shown to his friends, and through
this copy the contents of the letter
had become quite generally known in
Albuquerque.
More than two weeks ago, when it
became known that this letter
had
been written, friends of Mr. - Hager- man urged him to make it public; and
when it became known to those friends
WW-Ha-

that the former governor had written

a reply to the president, be was urged
to make that reply public He declined to do so, and very properly, upon
the ground that he had no right to

make public the correspondence of
the president of the United States,
nor his replies to such correspondence
and that should this correspondence
be made public it would necessarily
have to be so made public by the president himself.
Upon the firm ground that a decision of the courts would at some time
or other set his part in the Pennsylvania Development Company transaction right before the people of the
United States, and that the people of
New Mexico needed no explanation of
his part therein, former Governor
has maintained his attitude
of silence throughout and up to the
publication of the president's letter
to him in which lie is subjected to the
most stinging criticism, which is not
confined to Mr. Hagermian but fs ex
tended to his father. With the publication of this letter, however, Mr.
lat night consented to break
the silence and made public the presi
dent's letter accepting his resignation
and also 'his reply to the president s
letter of May 1st, in which for the
first time, Mr. Hagerman's side of the
n

Pennsylvania

Development

Company

transaction is clearly set forth.

ave You

dumb-waiter-

-

Billiard-Poo-

Hotels.

Halls.

l

BOWLING.
Brunswick

BILLIARDS.
POOL.
' Balke
Coll. Co. equip-- )
menu ueo. B. Jewett. Prop.

Ready-to-we-

Apparel.

ar

new!
THE GILKESON: Roswell's
MORRISON BROS. STORE.
hotel, rooms with private bath. All THE
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
accommodations
first class.
One for men, women and children. MilBlock West of Postofflce.
linery a specialty.
European
EL CAPITAN
HOTEL.

plan. Rooms, 50c; meals, 25c. One
block west of depot.

Bottling Works.

Seed Store.

home-keepin-

&
ROSWELL
PRODUCE
KIRBY'S BOTTLING WORKS.
HOTEL:
New THE
So. GRAND CENTRAL
SEED CO. All kinds of field and
&
Woodruff
Main St. Refresh your memory by management.
garden
seed, write for catalogue.
phoning No. 163 for a case of Klr-- j
Best and largest. Centrally;
ly located.
by's Best.
New manage
SHELBY:
Shoe Stores.
Building and Loan Associations ment. The leading hotel of the city. THE
PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
H. Kercheval, Prop.
exclusive
shoe store. Peters and
See R. H. McCune in Patterson's
specials.
harness store for loans or homes on ROSWELL HOTEL.
The Dollar a Stetson shoes our
Day House, 300 feet west of depot.
easy payments.
De-Free-

hotel

Second Hand Stores.

Jewelry Stores.

MORGAN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
Dealer in new and second hand
KIPLING'S CANDY STORE. Finest HARRY MORRISON.
The leading goods.
line of candies, shelled nuts, ci
and exclusive jeweler. Watches,
SECOND HAND STORE.
gars. Hot and cold drinks.
diamonds. Jewelry, rich cut glass ROSWELL
and second hand furniture,
and hand painted China, Sterling New
100-0- 2
N.
Main. Hills & Rogers,
and plated silverware.
Prop. Phone 69.

Candy Store.

Contractors and Builders.

GARRETT & SPARKS.
Contractors
and Buiders. Painting and paper- hanging. P. O. Box 566 159 E. 5th

Department Stores.
JAFFA. PRAGER

Dry goods,

& CO.

clothing, groceries and ranch sup
plies.

BOELLNER. Roswell's
best MAKIN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand Highest prices paid for Bee and
painted China, diamonds, etc.
Hand goods. Phone 227.

L. B.

C.

FEINBERG

Roswell's

new Jew

eler. Call and see me, at 2034 N.
Sanatorium
Main St. A swell line of Jewelry.
guar
repair
ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANA
We
watches, all work
anteed.
Dr. C. L.
TORIUM. Incorporated.
Parsons, Manager.

Yards.
Dry
CO.
Goods.
Surety Companies.
Clothing, Groceries, etc The larg PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.
est supply house in the Southwest.
Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ce-- j R. H. McCune, agent U S. Fidelity
Wholesale and Retail.
ment, paints, varnish and glass. & Guaranty Co. Bonds on short notice

JOYCE-PRUI-

Lumber

T

Drug Stores.
ROSWELL DRUG & JEWELRY
Oldest drug store in Roswell.

things

DANIEL

DRUG

CO.

CO.

All

ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
Oldest
lumber yard in RoswelL See us for
ail kinds of building materials and

paint. .

for drugs, wall paper, paints,
nish.

Tailors.
Tailor made suits.
Cleaning and pressing, 118V& North
Main St. Phone 409.

W. P. WOOD:

KEMP LUMBER CO.
Shingles,
Lumber.
Headquarters you right. East 4th
var-

Call on us for
etc We treat

St

Transfers.

ROBERT BALLARD. The Reliable
Life. Insurance.
Transfer man. Down town phone
CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
224. Residence phone 426.
Co.,
Denver
A
Col..
Western
for
the
K. C. DYE WORKS: Recently estab-- l Western people. The largest divi
11 shed here.
Cleaning and pressing dend payer in the business. See us ANGELL'S GENERAL TRANSFER
Safe and Piano Moving a Specialty.
suits made to order, phone 517.
before you buy, no trouble to show Phone 378. Cor. Roswell Hdw. Co.
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager.

Dye Works.

-

Electricians.

Undertakers.

OUNSCL.
Electrical
Mens' Furnishers.
DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. Pri'phonej
Contractor, 303 N. Main.
vate ambulance, prompt service.
& CO. The only
WILLIAMS
E.
H.
14L Agent General Electric Co. All exclusive Men s Furnishers in the ULLERY FURNITURE CO.
Underkinds of electric work.
Pecos Valley.
takers. 'Phone No. 75 or No. 111.

BERNARD

-

Russell & Brown Dr.'T. E. Presley
East 2nd Street
Blacksmiths and Wood

SPECIALIST.

She, poor
venience and unhygienic.
thing, has no refrigerating plant; sue
must take the ice which the ice company elects to her. .pure or impure.
She or her cook or her maid must
patiently wash dishes and scour silv
er and mix bread by .hand. A visit
to this part of any one of the great ho
tels would be likely to convert half the
women in New York to
an advocacy of hotel life.

WET WEATHER WORK)
HEALTHFUL
AND

g

Laboratories for Denver.
Andrew L. Winton .chief of rthe food

and drug laboratory of the department
of agriculture at Chicago, a renowned' pure food expert, and who at one
time was a leading professor of chem
istry at Yale university, is in Denver
looking for quarters that will be suitable for the proposed food and drug
laboratories. He is stopping at the
Brown palace hotel. He came here
with the assignment from the depart
ment of agriculture to establish labor
atories in Denver before July 1.
In reference to the work being done
by these pure food stations, Mr. Win- tan said last nignt that it is or great
importance when the rapid growth of
the United States is brought into con
sideration.
"An appropriation of $650,000 has
been made at Washington,' he continued, " for the establishment and
maintenance of these pure food sta
tions in the United States during the
next fiscal year, which begins July 1.
"The department has been long in
its deliberations as to the most advantageous) point for the establishment of the laboratories for the Rocky
mountain division. As a result Den
ver was selected, and during the brief
time that I have been here I have become more than favorably impressed
with this location. Denver seams to
nave a general command of what may
be called the Rocky mountain division
of the United States.
"I have been making a study of sev
eral buildings in Denver for quarters
that will be suitable for the laboratory. But I am as yet undetermined
as to which of the somewhat favorable
locations I will select. I am in hopes
of making a selection of headquarters
for the laboratories early next ween.
"When that has been accomplished
the work of equipping the laborator
ies will begin under the direction of
expert chemists in the service of the
department of agriculture, me time
for establishment of the laboratories has been set at July 1. .but should
it be possible to complete the work
earlier than that, then the laborator
ies wi.ll be put into operation with
their completion.'
Winton added that the chemists win
probably all be selected from the East
as chemists in this part of the country are usually specialized in mineral
inspection and as assayers, being but
slightly acquainted with the worn tnat
is required in a pure food laboratory.

Horse-nhoein-

ar

OSTEOPATHS

cottage for sale? I
have buyers for cottage
homes ranging from
A

GOVERNOR.

Official Record Palpitates With Dramatic Incidents.
From the New York Sun.
governor of
The newly appointed
New Mexico will ' return from the
Philippines, and incidentally trom a
career of great excitement and vicissitude, to take up the humdrum routine of American civilization. We refer to the Hon. George Curry, lately
governor of Samar, previously an officer of the insular constabulary, before tiiat chief of . police at Manila,
and away back In 1898 captain of
troop H of the Rough Riders.
No
doubt, after nine such tempestuous
years. Governor Curry will welcome
an interlude of leisurely and peace
ful ease. No doubt it was with a view
to this well earned recompense that
his old commander. President Roosevelt, recalled the appointment of the
Hon. Herbert J. Hagerman as governor of New Mexico and transferred
the job to his old comrade in aims.
The new governor's official record
fairly palpitates with dramatic inci
dent and suggestion. It may be true.
as alleged, tnat his troop did not get
away from Tampa with tihe lucky
ones who went down with the Shatter
expedition of June 7, 1898, to exterminate Spaniards and save the regu
lars under Young, Lawton, Sumner,
Kent and others from annihilation,
but we can safely assure ourselves
.that he maintained during the period
of his detection on the
shore of western Florida a thorough
ly unterrified, not to say sanguinary
bearing, and exhibited every symptom of a burning thirst for war and
devastation. The exploits of the
Rough Riders in this town from .the
breakup at Montauk Point are still
of vivid remembrance. There was also
a Washington
episode, relating to
one of. the newspaper offices, in
which Captain Curry distinguished
himself very considerably, contributing- at the same time to the gayety
of the capital. Afterward, the homing
heroes vanished from general observation, to crop out singly at eocentric
,

flea-ridd- en

intervals as office holers, beneficiaries of various state institutions,
fruits of shooting scrapes and bashful
evaders of attention by the sheriff.

Captain
George Curry, however,
went to the Philippines, where, as
we have shown, he acted many parts.
On this side of the world he has attracted attention chiefly by his performances as governor of Samar (and
in particular by his masterly strategy on the occasion of the peace conference at Malcoan, when the Pula-jane- s

treacherously attacked his

par-

MOil
What ever the purpose whether
for a bridal gift, an engagement

token or a birthday present,
have the diamonds to see
them is to want them.
we

.

confusion is a great disadvantage.
People moving from one part of the

Territory to another

find

themselves

confronted .by an entirely new system
of grading and text books to which
they are unaccustomed. It is the ob-

ject to have the system of basal texts
so uniform throughout New Mexico
that students moving from Raton to
Roswell or from Aztec to Silver City
can be at once classified and take up
their work at the same place and
along the same lines. This uniform
service it is desired to have cover
only the first eight grades, leaving
the high schools to use their own
choice in the matter. Supplementary
series of readers will be named and
each city can choose its own supplementary series with the permission
of the Territorial Board.
"It is planned to receive hids and
contracts with some firm to act as depository for the books. The books
will be delivered to this depository
by the publishers and distributed thru
out the territory thru branch establishments.
The books will be sent
prepaid by the publishers. From the
bid of the firm which acts as depository the retail price will be established and, will be the same in all sections city and country alike. Heretofore residents in the remote and
mountain districts have had to pay
the additional profit charged by the
country dealer and prices have been
even lesis uniform than the books.
Then again when one publisher delivers a set of books to be furnished to
all tie territorial schools we "expect
to secure lower prices on the books.
Regarding the quality the board believes that the best are none too good
for the people of New Mexico and will
require the publishers to deliver the
best standard series, no cheaply bound
or printed sets. The board will meet
June 10 to take action on the bids at
that time."
The vast benefits that would come
from systematizing the territorial

R. H. McCune

to-wi- t:

to-wl-
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WATCH AND LISTEN

Grbnsky's Ice Cream Wagon
It

at

at
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Notice to Realty Dealers.
The undersigned hereby withdraws
THE SILENCE BROKEN.
from the market all property belongAlbuquerque Journal, May 31.
ing to the estate of Mrs. Mary E.
Full discussion of the Pennsylvania
81t3
Development company land transacMcCLENNY,
J.
ROBT.
part
Hagerman's
Governor
tion and
Administrator.
therein has been prevented by the
steady and dignified silence which Mr.

L

COMING

ty, and where he covered them with
humiliating disappointment by rushing down a precipitous
declivity,
plunging into a raging torrent almost
$ 1000 to $2000.
Give
as formidable as the Bag Bag river
me a trial if you want
which Funston had swum across some
time before, and successfully secluding himself for thirty-si- x
to sell.
hours in
the tangled bush. The Pulajunes have school
book system can easily be seen
not yet rallied from that miserable
setback. The governor of Samar, and the improvement will .te one of "the
therefore, will bulge into New Mexi- most important ever undertaken. The
co crowned by many haloes, and village and country schools especially
and
once more President Roosevelt's wis- have been very poorly graded
dom in the distribution of rewards with a workable course of study for
of
the
among the Rough Riders will receive all sections the administration
public schools will be greatly simplia signal illustration.
In Patterson's Harness Store.
We are told that the displacement fied.
of Governor Hagerman in favor of
In the District Court, Chaves County, Governor Curry must be credited to
Transfers of Real Estate.
New Mexico.
the potent influence and the diplomatThe following deeds have been filA. R. Forsyth, Plaintiff,
ic finesse of the Hon. Bull Andrews. ed for record in the office of Probate
vs
It will not do, however, to believe Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle.
everything one hears. For our part
Otis Albin and Ida Albin, his
James B. Trotter, et al.. to David
we shall always think that Curry has N. Wilkerson, for $800, a strip of land
wife, and Helen M. Miller,
won upon his merits as a typical 20 by 135 feet in block 18 Roswell.
Administratrix of the estate
Rough Rider.
of David E. Miller, DeceasRoss L.. Maloae to Mrs. S. P. Malone
ed, Defendants.
for $8,500 the following described proUNICAMPAIGN ON FOR
perty
SWVt of Sec. 34. T.. 13
Notice of Mortgage Sale.
Notice is hereby given that under
FORMITY IN TEXT BOOKS. S.. R. 26 E, with water rights numlers
and in pursuance of an order duly From Albuquerque Journal.
2659 and 2660 from the Northern Camade by the District Court of the
nal.
Prof. J. E. Clark, Territorial SuperCounty of Chaves and Territory of
J. E. West to Mary C. West, for $37,
entitled intendent of Public Instruction, just lots 22 and 23 in block 4 Maywood adNew Mexico in the above
cause, on the 18th day of October, at this time is much interested in the dition to Roswell.
1906, that the undersigned will offer plan to
Edith F. Wachs and Husband to H.
have a uniform system of Cassady
for sale and sell, at public auction, 'at
for $400, lots 11. 12 and 13,
the front door of the court house, text books for the schools of the Ter- in block 8, North Sirring River Addiin the County of Chaves, Territory of ritory. Its advantages are many and tion to Roswell.
New Mexico, and at the City of Ros- various, and it is believed by the SuJames H. Devine and wife, et al. to
well, on the 12th day of June, 1907, perintendent,
William H. Johnson for $1000. a part
and
the
Territorial
and at the hour of ten o'clock on said
of section 35 Twp. 14 S., R. 22 E. and
day, all of the following described Board of Education that the success- a part of Sec. 34 Twp. 15 S.. R. 21 E,
ful introduction of this system will part of Sec. 35 Twp. 13 S., R. 21 E.,
real estate, t:
The SWK of the
Section 24, be a long step forward in school af- and part Sec. 29 Twp. 16 S.. R. 20 E..
Twp. 10 South of Range 24 East. N. fairs.
containing 240 acres more or less by
M. P. M., for the purpose of satisfyU. S. Survey.
"At present," said the superintending and paying an indebtedness eviBenjamin F. Daniel to Alfred Smith
denced by certain promissory notes ent last night, "large numbers of dif- for $93.75 lots 16 and 22 block 44, of
and secured by certain mortgages, ferent sets of books are in use and South Roswell.
the first of said notes being for $500, here is absolutely nothing that even
Alfred Smith to Frank Easton for
payable to David E. Miller, with inter$150 lots 16 and 22 of block 44 South
approaches
uniformity.
The resultant Roswell.
est thereon at ten per cent from the
first day of February, 1905, and the
second of said notes being for $756,
payable to A. R. Forsyth, with interest thereon at ten per cent from the
14th day of September, 1906, and attorney's fees on both of said amounts
at ten per cent and cost of foreclosure, including the cost of the sale of
said property and to satisfy the toFOR
tal amount, of approximately $1,600.
Said property must be sold to satisfy
the full amount of said indebtedness.
Provided also that should said property not be sold on said above date,
as herein indicated, said sale will be
.adjourned until the next Wednesday
at the same place and hour where
Gronsky's New Ice Cream Wagon makes daily
said property will be sold, and shall
be offered for sale on each succeedtours of the city.
can be found on the streets
ing Wednesday at the same place
and hour until said property is sold,
all hours of the day. Those wishing Ice
or so much thereof as is necessary to
satisfy said indebtedness. The underCream delivered can call Phone No. 179 and the
signed reserves the right to reject
any and all bids.
4t
once. Our Ice
wagon will be sent around
A. R. FORSYTH,
5j21 to 6J21 inc.
Mortgagee.
Cream is first class in every respect, the next

o

Hagerman has maintained since ne
was forced to retire from the goverPLEASANT
nor's chair. His friends, and the peo
a specialty. Call Pnone
IF YOU WEAR
ple of New Mexico have repeatedly
127 and we will call for and deliver
tirged him to make public his own side
your work. Everything first class, or
of the now famous case. - He has re
money refunded.
fused to do so. Recently when a com
mittee representing the people of AlR.
LUND
buquerque called on him with a re"WATERPROOF
quest that he discuss the case and his
CLOTHING
OILED
LAWYER
ukcit oa
resignation at a public meeting, Mr.
Hta german made a public statement
Protection
Perfect
Dr. C B. Huchlnsoa
Specialty nining Law
lonqest Service
giving his reasons for declining to do
B. Hutchinson
Dr.
so. He said that "since he had been
Navajo Block. - - 324 N. Main.
Graduate of the American School of
"'Sold
assured that the president proposed
Oateopathy. Klakeviue MiaaooL
to have the Pennsylvania DevelopCab aasweres at al boars.
211 W. 44 St
ment company land deal tested in the
TateBfeaaa Na. 7.
courts that he, Hagerman, could not
in Justice to himself aad the territory,
a'
Notice.
VERY BEAUTIFUL SWEET
discuss the matter pending- each
"
con- hearing.
given
all
to
hereby
'
is
Notice
AT
PEAS
M.
W. C. lad.
J. Harvar.
For some time it has been known
cerned that all property in RoeweH among
Alameda Greenhouse.
those in touch with public afagents
toy
through
us,
sale
for
offered
&
Harvey
Rsid
fairs In New Mexico that the presiTelephone 184.
the
from
or otherwise, is withdrawn
dent bed written the letter of May 1st
'
LAWYERS
to Mr. Hagemwn. The former goverIDar
nor did not make the fact public, but
AIRS. ELLA HAMPTON.
copies of this letter have been in cirMRS. WIIX. KOBINSON.
Room 9, Texaa Block. Phone 5x1
It 70a nave a trade proposition of
culation la the territory and elsewhere
any kind see ua. Carlton St BelL

Workmen.

EYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

THE

-

time the wagon passes your way try some. You
will know it by the jingle of the Sleigh Bells.

We have for sale,

power

at a bargain, a four horse

Fairbanks-Mors- e

vtio-O-

nry

tvai-ywha-

GASOLINE ENGINE

ra

"

',-

"

Entire outfit in good condition. Apply at
Record of fice,

its

laat ervening, fearing aocampaja- - W. W. Anderson yesterday after
ied Mire. Jaffa there on isr .trip to noon' ibrought to the Record office- - a
v
Denver.
j,
bunch of oats , which he had gotten
at the L. F. D. farm. The oats was
H. A. Dicken, who ia employed In over four feet in heigiit, and was well
the grocery department of the Joyce-Prud- t headed. Mr. Anderson said it was taCo., has been confined to this ken at random from an
field,
home since Sunday, threatened with and was as good oats as he had ever
typhoid fever.
seen.

lardUo

if

Our Entire Stock Of

0

When You

adies Wash Suits & Waists
At

1--

Off

4

o

The show given at the Majestic
last night was without a single doubt
one of the best that this popular
place of (amusement has ever shown.
The highly colored French film, entitled "Mephisto's Son," is simply
Mr. and Mrs. Will M. Hicks left great. It alone is worth double the
this morning for Spencer, Ind., their admission price, and the other films
old home, to spend the summer. They shown are also above the ordinary.
o
will return to Roswell in the fall or
latter part of, the summer.
Chas. Harrington, who is employed
The 800 above means that
at the Roswell Drug and Jewelry for $800 we can sell you a 110
Company store, left this morning for
St.' Louis, where he will spend the ft. front fot on Main Street if
summer. He iwill return In the fall..
Carl
sold in next few days.

$......800$

Recent arrivals in the city tram Lin ton & Befl.
coin, report that Joe McKee, who
will be well remembered by his many Beautiful house for sale, .1202 N. Ky.
6 rooms, strictly
modre", shade
friends here, is doing very aioely at
trees, shrubbery and nice lawn. EaLincoln and 5ias gained greatly in
sy terms. 200 Lea aye., Tel. 534.
weight.

.

...-

........

...-
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La Porte

80-ac- re

Mrs. J. Haydn Croft returned Some
Sunday on the Auto from Willard,
N. M.. where she has been for the last
two months visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Smith.

Buy

-

;

's

'
--

J J

.

BUGGIES
You have the posi-

tive assurance that
your money has pur
chased its equivalent that you have received 100 cents in
vehicle value for everv dollar spent. Lowest prices, larsre
variety, and the ABSOLUTE GUARANTY accompanying
every job, are three
of the points which
have convinced a
large number of satisfied customers that
La Porte
'
t

Buggies

63t24.

Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Gunter left this
morning for Corpus Christi, Texas,
General Orders No. 8.
for the benefit of Mrs. Gunter's Territory of New Mexico. Adjutant
summer
spend
the
will
They
health.
General's Office, Santa. Fe, N. M.,
there and will return to Roswell in May
27, 1907.
the fall.
1. It is regrettable that private buJ. H. Nation, who is employed at siness, wihich demands all 'his time,
the Western Grocery Company, left has caused Major J. E. Elder, First
on the morning train for Quintoca, Infantry, to tender his resignation as
Iowa, to spend several weeks with an officer of the national guard of the
relatives and friends iat that place, territory, which under the circumstan
ces, is acceptable to date June 1, 1907
his old home.
On account of removal from the Ter
'has picked ritory the resignation of W. R. La
George Freidenbloom
his cherry crop, mention of which Londe as captain. First infantry, is
was made some days ago in the Rec- accepted, to date June 1, 1307.
ord. It is related that he ate the whole
In order for him to accept another
crop at one sitting, and dida't invite position in the national guard of the
Territory, the resignation of K. J.
the neighbors in.
McWeine as captain, First squadron
Word has been received that J. A. of cavalry, is accepted, to date May
Foreman and family, who have been 1, 1907.
visiting friends in the Indian Territo2. First Lieutenant Robert H.
ry for several months, will return to is relieved from duty with the First
Roswell about the first of July, and squadron of cavalry and is placed upwill make this city their home.
on the unassigned list of officers, to
o
date, May 1, 1907.
First Lieutenant J. R. Hicks is
C. L. Ballard returned this morning
from duty with the First infrom Santa Fe. On this trip to the
Territorial capital, .Sheriff Ballard fantry and is placed upon the unassijjn
took with him a number of prisoners ed list of officers upon the date of this
sentenced at the present term of order.
First Lieutenant L. W. Guiles is recourt to terms in the penitentiary.
lieved from duty with the First infanThe Ullery Furniture Company has try and is placed upon the unassignbeen busily engaged today in moving ed list of officers, to date June 1,
into the Sheridan building, their new 1907.
quarters. When their stock is arrangSecond Lieutenant Herb't W. Clam
ed they will have one of the best and is relieved from duty with troop A,
most commodious store rooms in the First squadron of cavalry, and is placcity.
ed upon the unassigned list of officers,
to date April 1, 1907.
morning
Boyd
L.
left
Homer
this
Second
Lieutenant Clarence E.
for his home in Ardmore, Indian Ter Heald is relieved from duty with comritory. He and Mrs. Boyd had been pany G-- , First infantry, and will asin Roswell for some days visiting sume command of company E, First
with R. H. Sain and wife, the latter infantry, to date May 1, 1907.
being their daughter. Mirs. Boyd will
3. The following promotions and appointments are announced:
remain yet for some days.
o
To be captain. First squadron of
cavalry. Sergeant Edward B. Holt, of
Mrs. Fannie Overman of the Joyce- - troop
squadron of cavalry,
Pruit Company has gone to her ranch with A, First
rank from May 1, 1907.
the
down near Hagerman to spend
To be first lieutenants. First squadsummer months. Mrs. Overman was
one of the firt settlers to take up a ron of davalry, E. J. McWeine, of Las1,
homestead across the Pecos opposite Vegas, N. M., with rank from May
the town of Hagerman, and she says 1907.
To be first lieutenants. First infanthat she has a dandy place.
try (subject to examination, ) Second
o
Mrs. A. H. Rockafellow will 'leave Lieutenant Arthur Bail, First infantry
in the morning for Denver, Colo., with rank from May 1, 1907. squadTo be first lieutenant. First
where she will join her daughter and
of cavalry. First Sergeant James
visit with friends for several weeks ron
From Denver .they will go to their P. Curry, of troop A, First sqiuardon
cavaly,
.with rank from Mlay 1, 1907.
home in Evurt, Michigan. Mrs. Rock of
To be second lieutenant, First inafellow has been in Roswell for the
Harry E. McCul-louglast three months visiting her sister, fantry. Sergeant
of company F. First infantry,
Mrs. G. A. Richardson.
with rank from April 29. 1907.
To be 2nd lieutenant First sqmidiron
of cavalry. Sergeant J. Chester Sharp,
of troop A. First squadron of cavalry
with rank from May 1, 1907.
1 Sggjgiry
1
4.
Officers recently commissioned
are assigned to duty as follows:
Lieutenant Bail to company D, 1st
infantry, and Lieutenant McCullough
to company F, First infhntry, Captain
FLOOR
PA1NTJ
Holt and Lieutenants Carry and Sharp
J - 71. r" '"m
to troop A. First squadron of cavalry;
Lieutenant McWeine as adjutant, 1st
squadron of cavalry. All of the above
named officers will, upon receipt of
this order, report to the commanding
officers of organizations to which they
are assigned.
By command of J. W. Raynolds,
Acting Governor and Commander-in-Chief- .
The way to have good lookA. P. TARKINGTON,
ing floors is first to finish
Adjutant General.
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JUVA

GRAPE

JUICE

G-o- ss

iir,
All of these are this Springs Goods and Styles.
Our Stock is complete on both. Our line of Waists
includes Batiste, Lawns, and Colored Lawns, handsomely trimmed in Laces and Tucks. Regular price

1.25 to

$5.00-1- -4

95cts to $3.75

off

The Wash Suits are in Colored and White Linens, also some of Mercerized Suitings, all New
Spring Styles and cheap at the regular price. We
have these from
5.00--$12.5-

0

Joyce-fru- it

Company

mm

nSGALNEWS
the Majestic habit.

Keep

the

Boellner,

cheaper.
FOR RENT:
North Ky.

Jeweler.

has It
I7tf

Furnished room,

104

tf.

left this mornfcig for a

II.
short trip nortii.
C. Booth

Eye tested free at L.
Jeweter and Optician.

E

Boellner.
88tf

See Satan's Son and his home

at the Majestic

10

to-aig-ht

cts.

continue to come to the
Majestic. You can't fool tiie people.
Crowds

Good pictures, perfectly put on,
good music, good singing at the Ma-

jestic

10

cts.

A card hx tie Roswell Trade Directory brings results and keeps your
name before tne peonia.
Miss Olive Noel came up from Dayton on this ' morning's train to do
some shopping la Roswell.
Bernard Pos went down to Dexter
last night to attend to business connected with his piano store.

M. Fisher, has accepted a position in
the dry goods department of the
Joyce Pruit Co.
J. P. Ldttle returned this morning
from Hagermtm, where he bad been
on a short visit with his daughter,

Mrs. O. R. Ruldlage.

A. L. W. Nilsson left this morning
for Texico on a several days' business
trip ia the interest of the Hondo
F. M. Gain arrived on last nights' Stone Manufacturing
Company.
train finom Dallas, Texas and is here
to see the sights of the valley.
J. T. Collier and wife came down
on the train last night from their home
reHarry Jaffa, wife and little son
Texas, to make a short
at
turned this morning from a trip of visitHereford.
.with friends in this city.
several days to points down the
Horace A. Lay, the insurance man.
leaves this evening for Carlsbad
The Record has been requested to where he will remaia for some days
give notice that the city council meets in the interest of his company.
tonight at the office of the Mayor and
City Clerk.
Ed Bloom, manager of the Diamond
P
A ranch came into the city last night
W. P. McKinzie came down on the from the ranch to remain for several
train Sunday afternoon from his home days on pleasure and business.
at Elida, to make Roswell a visit of
several days.
C. D. Thompson, the superintendent
of the city schools for .the last two
years,
went down to Lakewood MonA full grown apple orchard near
A fine proposition, will day evening on a several days busiRoswell.
trade for cauttle. A. O. Mi ice, Ros- ness trip.
80t4

wtl.

Nathan Jaffa, cashier of the Citia sister of Dr. E. zen's National Band returned from Am

them properly and then take
tare of them.
The

Method Floor Finishes for finishing old or new floors in any style
desired ptoduce best looking and
best wearing floors. They are
proper floor finishes.
For Painted Finish

Inside Floors The 8- - W. imatoc Floo fmmt
Porch Floor The s-Pome Flook Paiht

Natural

For Varnished' Finish

a durable floor varnish
Fioohlac, stain and varnish
combined.

Stained

TJT7HY not keep this remedy in your home instead
V V of waiting until some one of your family is sick
nigh unto death and then sending for it in a great hurry,

and perhaps in the

night, while Ihe patient must suffer
until it can be obtained. BUY IT NOW.

The
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Flook wax

Tor UnsichUy Crack
The
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Record Want Ads. Get Results.

hi

la Old

Sam

Call (or

Makin's 2nd Hand Store
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Furniture' Stoves, Queensware
and Granitware.
Everything for Everybody.
If you cant find what you
want to buy or can't sell what
you want to sell, Call on

For Waxed Finish.
Floors

Fills.

color cards
and prices

Pecos Valley Lumber.

Adl- -

Go.

Robert Makin,
Phone

227109

St.

N. Main

Papec

WW PDease You
'

:

8sffiia9 IPirageir ,Ss Compairay- -

f

g

W. S. Prager's beautiful residence
S FOR 800
on South Main is offered for sale for
5
of
splendid land withacres
the first time. Business reasons only
induce Mr. Prager to part with his in one block of Main Street for
fine home. We have an exceptionally $800.
An investment here will
low price on this property for the
12
per cent interest.
bear
next 30 days. Will be pleased to show
it to any prospective purchaser. Carl Carlton & Bell.
ton & Bell.
CHINESE RESTAURANT
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
CHANGES HANDS.
A splendid hotel proposition, a monMa Boca has bought the Metropoli- ey maker the first day and every day. l tqn T?t..vnm.iit on Main ,t.rt ti:ir
Don't pass this up. See CARLTON Second, from Yee Qnong and will con& BELL.
duct it in future. The contract calls
for the payment of all debts by tf
8(K5.
Quong.
Record Want Ads. Get Results.

Modern

Sherwin-Willia-

JaftcjJu TUuds
Te-moDTOi'i- fTs

Daniel Drug Company

"Bltf

-

11

FOR RENT: Nice front room, with well, N. M.
bath adso stable. Close in 411 N.
81t3
Penn. Avenue.
Miss Ada Fisher,

This is guaranteed to be the finest and purest unfermented grape juice on the market.
pint 20 cts 1 pint 40 cts 1 quart 7i cts.
For Sale by the

la?-- :
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